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March 10th, 2017  
 

Weekly Market Update 
 

Anxiety over rising oil supplies was the primary driver behind the negative sentiment for risk 
assets this past week. The S&P 500 Index fell 0.4%, the Dow Jones Industrial Average slipped 0.5% 
and the Nasdaq Composite finished 0.1% lower. The Russell 2000 Index of small-cap stocks fell 2.0%. 
Outside of the U.S., a proxy for developed international markets, the iShares MSCI EAFE exchange-
traded fund finished the week up 0.1% while a proxy for emerging markets, the iShares MSCI Emerging 
Markets exchange-traded fund, fell 0.5% on the week.  

The yield on the 10-year U.S. Treasury rose 7 basis points to 2.57% while the 2-year U.S. 
Treasury yield rose 6 basis points to 1.36%, its highest level since 2009. Oil prices dropped 10% on the 
week amid record inventory levels in the U.S. and strength in the U.S. dollar. Gold prices were down 
4.2% and the S&P GSCI, which measures the returns on a basket of commodities, declined 5.0%.  

Market sentiment for much of the week was largely driven by the sharp decline in oil prices. U.S. 
crude oil stockpiles rose to their highest level on record during the latest week while U.S. oil production 
continued to rise. This has raised concerns that the supply glut plaguing the energy sector could remain 
in place longer than expected. Energy stocks were among the laggards during the week with U.S. stock 
prices broadly drifting lower Monday through Wednesday. Attention largely remains on central bank 
policy decisions and what the Trump Administration and Republicans can accomplish. This past week, 
the European Central Bank left its policy rate and bond buying unchanged, but hinted that more 
stimulus is not likely needed. Meanwhile, Republicans started their version of overhauling the health 
care system and there is some doubt that they will be able to accomplish their task. This could trip up 
other agenda items like tax reform. Coming into this week, the Fed has strongly hinted that they will 
raise rates when it meets next week and Friday's U.S. employment report all but solidified that growing 
speculation in our view. U.S. nonfarm payrolls surpassed expectations, increasing 235,000 in February. 
Meanwhile the unemployment rate ticked lower to 4.7%, both data points continue to point to robust 
labor market despite wage growth remaining tepid. Stocks responded positively to the news, ending a 
down week on a up note while U.S. Treasury yields closed near their highest levels of the year. 

Other than a couple of key reports on the U.S. labor market, there were a few minor economic 
releases this week. Factory orders rose for the second consecutive month in January, a sign of 
continued strength in the manufacturing sector. The U.S. trade deficit widened to its largest level since 
March 2012 with a jump in imports in January. And we saw import price inflation rise in February amid 
gains in non-fuel prices. This suggests consumer price inflation could firm, allowing the Fed to continue 
its rate increases. Next week, we get wholesale and retail inflation data, retail sales figures, regional 
manufacturing gauges, housing starts and permits and the Fed has its monetary policy meeting. Fed 
funds futures markets were pricing in a roughly 90% chance that the Fed raises rates this month. There 
will be a post-meeting press conference and the Fed will release updated forecasts for rates and the 
economy, both of which should garner a lot of attention as markets look for clues on the pace of future 
rate increases. 
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We believe the Fed will raise its target interest rate next week and that the likelihood for more 
than two rate hikes this year is relatively high. One of the things that could derail the Fed this year, and 
the markets, are the elections in Europe. Although various measures of political uncertainty remain high 
across the developed world, there appears to be less chance of turmoil stemming from France's 
Presidential elections in late April given recent trends in polling data showing the anti-European Union 
candidate losing ground. Next week the Dutch have Parliamentary elections and while an anti-
European Union party there has been in the lead for some time, recent polling data there is showing 
this party's support slipping. Research we've seen recently suggests there is less of a chance for the 
election results in The Netherlands leading to a breakup of the EU. So, France will likely be the main 
focus in the month ahead.  

In recent months, equity markets worldwide have been pretty sanguine about what the elections 
in Europe could mean for the EU. U.S. markets still hover near all-time highs and volatility remains 
unusually low. We think the elections in Europe and the possibility of more than two rate hikes this year 
plus elevated valuations and very optimistic market sentiment means we could see higher volatility in 
the months ahead. At a minimum, we think the market remains vulnerable to a near-term pullback. The 
Trump Administration continues to be a wild card in terms of what it may be able to accomplish when it 
comes to tax reform and other agenda items. It's rhetoric around trade poses a potential risk in our view 
given the somewhat protectionist tone. But overall, we believe conditions remain favorable for risk 
assets with improving economic activity in the U.S. and abroad. Furthermore, our indicators continue to 
point to a low risk of a recession unfolding over the near term. Elevated equity market valuations 
remain a concern for us and we have adjusted some of our exposure to U.S. equities recently. 
Nevertheless, we still believe equities offer a more compelling investment option than bonds in the 
current environment while we continue to favor credit and high yield bonds over government related 
bonds. As always, we continue to look for opportunities to shift our dynamic weightings as the 
environment dictates.  

Regardless of the market’s near-term direction, it is important to remember that setting the 
appropriate strategic asset allocation for your circumstances and risk preferences are important steps 
to executing your financial plan. If you would like to discuss your asset allocation, time horizon, or risk 
tolerance please contact us at 303-470-1209 and we would be happy to address your concerns. We 
are here to assist you, your friends, family or in any way we can.  

Disclosures: 

•    Kummer Financial Strategies, Inc. is an independently registered investment advisor. 

•    Investors should be aware of risk when investing, including potential loss of principal. 

• Past performance is not a guarantee of future results.  Rebalancing, asset allocation or 
alternative strategies may or may not produce positive results. Thank you. 

   

1  Performance, economic, and market statistics were provided by Yahoo Finance and Ned Davis 
Research.provided by Yahoo Finance and Ned Davis Research. 


